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"...a light-hearted look at the profession that's narrated through anecdotes, recollections, and
nostalgic stories from Dr. Chase's career... You What?!" adds an entertaining, delightful flavor
into its mix of medical conundrums and educational insights." - D. Donovan, Sr Reviewer
Midwest Book ReviewThe end of residency isn't the utopia you might have imagined. You know
what to do with the medical stuff, but what about navigating private practice, unfamiliar hospitals
and.... patients!In this collection of absurd moments, practical advice and humorous tales from
the medical trenches, Dr. John Chase shares stories from his 40 years as an Orthopaedic
surgeon and offers insight into how to be successful, have fun and take care of patients without
missing out on what really matters in life. The perfect, entertaining, and quick book for medical
students, those in the medical field and people who want an insight into the humorous side of
how doctors think."As informative as it is entertaining, "You What?!" does an incredible job of
capturing life as a surgeon as it really is. While those with a passive interest in medicine will very
much enjoy it, those interested in a medical career should add it to their list of professional "Must
Reads". - Elizabeth Hultgren. OB/GYN. M.D./PhD"...valuable information for residents, fellows
and young physicians."-Dempsey Springfield MD, Retired Professor of Orthopaedic
Surgery'...priceless wisdom to those coming along." Robert Young MD



Praise for the Author“John Chase, MD, an orthopaedic surgeon for more than three decades,
practiced while orthopaedic surgery made remarkable advances. During Dr. Chase’s career,
recovery time for injured patients dramatically shortened, worn out joints are now replaced and
career ending sports injuries are now treated with minimally invasive surgery allowing the athlete
to return to full capability. Dr. Chase practiced orthopaedic surgery during this transition and
participated in the amazing advancements made in the care of the musculoskeletal system. His
observations and commentary provide an insider’s view of the practice of orthopaedic
surgery.”Dempsey Springfield, MD“It was only after becoming a medical student that I learned
the stereotype associated with orthopaedic surgeons: brash, brawny and arrogant men with a fix-
it mentality and a predilection for sports metaphors. But, as a pediatric patient and then a
college-aged mentee, the Dr. Chase I grew to respect and admire simply shattered the
stereotype. As an undergraduate student shadowing at his side, Dr. Chase taught me to value
patient’s narratives, respect the art of the physical exam, continually seek self-improvement, and
always provide comfort, even when cure wasn’t possible. I am a better internist today thanks to
the mentoring and teaching of this orthopaedic surgeon.”Beth Ann Yakes, MD, Associate
Professor of Medicine, Vanderbilt University Medical Center; Associate Program Director,
Internal Medicine Residency Program, Vanderbilt University Medical Center“I grew up learning
from and admiring Dr. Chase. He was one of the main individuals who inspired me to pursue a
career in medicine. As I considered my future goals, he became a mentor. Some of my most
treasured experiences came from my time with him. It was wonderful to see someone so
passionate about their work, and who loved to teach. Dr. Chase has a way about him, making
people feel valued and included. He brought life and fun to medicine and encouraged me to
continue pursuing my goals. I am thankful to have learned from him.”Morgan Sanders, MD,
Pediatric Resident“Dr. John Chase has taken care of several members of my family with
kindness, gentleness, love and expertise in his profession. He performed knee surgery on my
husband, corrected a hyperextended leg on our son, and saved our daughter’s leg after an auto
accident. Her leg had atrophied tendons from a delay in getting needed surgery at the hospital
she was taken to. Dr. Chase has a heart full of compassion, a brain to think things through, and
technique to accomplish a cure for his patients. Our family will always think of him with love,
affection and prayers for his future and his family.”Rita Rackley, Former Patient“I was lucky
enough to work alongside Dr. Chase for nine years. He quickly became a wonderful mentor, role
model and friend to me. Dr. Chase spent time listening carefully to his patients, and always made
decisions that had their best interest in mind. He taught me different ways to think and assess
our patients, and we formed a great team. My favorite memories of clinic with him are all the
jokes, funny stories, and of course his quick wit and sense of humor. I was fortunate to learn from
him and I am forever grateful for his mentorship.”Sarah Colandreo, PT, DPT, CMPT, OCS“John
Chase M.D. practiced Orthopaedic Surgery for over 30 years. He was well regarded by his peers
and patients alike for his personal approach, orthopedic knowledge and practical solutions to
orthopedic problems. He enjoyed close working relationships with his patients, who benefited



greatly from his care and expertise. Many medical students, mid-level providers, nursing staff
and para-professionals were carefully and expertly mentored during his career. I was one of the
mid-level providers that was fortunate to benefit from his mentorship. Working with Dr. Chase in
the office or the surgical suite allowed me to observe firsthand the wonderful care that his
patients received.”Skip Repass, Physician’s AssistantCopyright © 2020 by John Chase, MDAll
rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording or by any information
storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from the copyright owner. For
information on distribution rights, royalties, derivative works or licensing opportunities on behalf
of this content or work, please contact the publisher at the address below.Printed in the United
States of America.Cover Design: Heidi CapertonLead Writer: John Chase, MDEditor: Marguerite
BonnettProofing Editor: Claire ObermarckPublishing Manager: Janet PomeroyAlthough the
author and publisher have made every effort to ensure that the information and advice in this
book was correct and accurate at press time, the author and publisher do not assume and
hereby disclaim any liability to any party for any loss, damage, or disruption caused from acting
upon the information in this book or by errors or omissions, whether such errors or omissions
result from negligence, accident, or any other cause.Throne Publishing Group1601 East 69th St
N Suite 306Sioux Falls, SD 57108ThronePG.comDedicationI dedicate this book to my family.To
my wife Marian. I could not have done this without you. Thanks for sticking with me through the
“bumps in the road.” I love you!To Megan, Sarah, and Anna and their families. You are my raison
d’etre (reasons for living). I love you all!AcknowledgmentsI’d like to thank Kathy Heath for her
brilliant illustrations that perfectly capture in pictures what I was trying to pass along in text. You
have added greatly to this book.Thank you, Meredith Mallory, for implanting the idea in my brain
to write this book.Thanks to Mike MacMillan and Skip Repass for their multiple contributions to
the subject matter, and for the stories, and anecdotes throughout this book.Great appreciation to
the mentors in my life, both medical and not. Much of what I pass along was inspired by
you.Much recognition to our office staff, hospital staff, surgery center staff, trainers and
therapists that I have worked with who are dedicated to good patient care without the recognition
that physicians get. What you all do so well is make it possible for us to do our jobs. You make us
look good. I have enjoyed working with you immensely.And finally my great appreciation to
Throne Publishing—Jeremy Brown, Ryan Hultgren, Janet Pomeroy, Heidi Caperton, and
Marguerite Bonnett for helping me organize many random thoughts into a hopefully entertaining
and coherent book with some lessons for those new to the medical fields.John ChaseTable of
ContentsPraise for the AuthorDedicationAcknowledgmentsForwardIntroductionPart 1: Your
PracticeChapter 1: Your First Three YearsChapter 2: Being in PracticeChapter 3: Seeing
PatientsChapter 4: People SkillsChapter 5: Making Decisions with PatientsChapter 6: The
Operating RoomChapter 7: Characteristics of a Good DoctorChapter 8: Characteristics of Bad
Doctors - Don’t Be Like This!Chapter 9: “You What?” Moments to AvoidPart 2: Your
RewardsChapter 10: My “I What?” MomentPart 3: Your LifeChapter 11: Setting Your



StandardsChapter 12: Key DecisionsConclusionAbout the AuthorForwardJohn Chase is one of
the few surgeons I know who made it through medical school, internship, Orthopaedic
residency, and a busy Orthopaedic practice without drinking coffee. I would never have thought
this possible except I witnessed him going through these experiences. I survived only by the
grace of Java.How did he do that? In John’s case, he pulled it off through a superhero like
positive attitude, a dedication to the wellbeing of others, a superb memory, and an unnatural
ability to be liked by almost everyone he met. Somehow, he took the rigorous training experience
that most surgeons look back on like ‘boot camp meets root canal’ and made it feel like a
memorable, challenging adventure. It was my good fortune to have him as a colleague during
these trying times.As we traveled through internship, residency, employment and later raising
families, little did I know that John was leveraging his hard drive like memory with notes and
memorabilia. I might have been a little more judicious in my alcohol lubricated rants about the
various personalities and institutions we encountered had I known a book was being planned.
Nevertheless, the book has arrived.The journey is told in anecdotes, recollections, and nostalgic
stories that recall the pre-digital pioneer days of paper charts and patient wards and carries the
reader through to modern telemedicine and mega-hospitals. The constant themes, however, are
the human stories of patients’ experiences, doctor-patient travails, and the reality-show-like
drama of the day-to-day surgical lifestyle.The individual vignettes put a spotlight on moments
that occur almost daily in the hectic schedule of a surgeon going from training into a large
orthopaedic practice. The early stories recall a time when medicine was an art, not a business.
Especially poignant for me were the recollections of daily teaching conferences where naïve
trainees were put in the crucible of the ‘Case Presentation’ and forced to go head-to-head and
toe-to-toe to defend their knowledge of patient care with senior faculty members. It points out
how, in the new age of Dr. Google and Wikipedia, the teaching of critical thinking is being
sacrificed on the altar of the search engine.While it delivers on many levels, it is the collection of
stories itself that leaves a greater overall impression. The glimpses of the past reveal how
medicine is being transformed and how this one doctor tried to carry on the traditions of the
doctor-patient relationship as the world of medicine evolved into numbers, reimbursement
codes, and treatment pathways.This book should serve as a caution during this pivotal time in
medicine not to abandon the interpersonal relationship of medical care. As the pandemic forces
us into telemedicine and artificial intelligence takes over the role of medical decision making, we
need to be reminded of the human element of medicine. Hopefully, the readers of this book will
be reminded of the universal question of patient care: “How would you want your mother or
father to be treated?”Mike MacMillanRetired Orthopaedic Spine SurgeonIntroduction“Dr. Chase,
with all these stories, you should write a book!” said Meredith, my X-ray technician. I said,
“Maybe I will!”That started me compiling stories of the sometimes unbelievable things that
people have done and said over the course of practicing orthopaedic surgery for 40 years.My
original intent was to relay the silly and absurd moments (“YOU WHAT?”), but as I was writing, I
found myself talking to my medical students, trying to share my life experience to help smooth



their way through medical school and into practicing medicine. So, along with the silly and the
absurd, I include some practical advice about how to be successful, have fun and take care of
your patients without missing out on what really matters in life.So here are stories from my
journey to laugh at for those in medicine, insights for those who are not in the medical field, and
lessons for young people just starting down the medical path.Enjoy!Part 1:Your PracticeChapter
1:Your First Three YearsYOU Want Me to Do WHAT?“I made it. My dream has come true. Now
there is no one telling me what to do. Finally!” I remember that feeling well.The big day arrived! It
was my first day in practice of orthopaedic surgery. I had been through four years of college, four
years of medical school and six years of residency. That’s a lot of delayed gratification! Doctors
are very good at delayed gratification. For young doctors starting out, that’s an extra ten years of
delayed gratification while your college classmates are out working, traveling, making money,
and starting a family. All while you are killing yourself with very long hours and very low pay for
your educational level.You feel deprived.To make matters worse, throughout your entire
residency, your attending physician, (your boss, who you may or may not like or respect) has
been telling you what decisions to make with patients, how to do the surgery, and even, at times,
how to behave.You are tired of it.Your residency has ended and you are finally going into
practice where you can be your own boss. Now, you have that independence you have been
pining for for years.Finally.But moving from residency to practice was not the utopia of
independence I had imagined.My First Day in the OfficeMy first day in the office was exciting. I
was confident but nervous. I knew the orthopaedic stuff. It was everything else I didn’t know.
Here’s how things went down.Patients can show up with anything because I am the new guy. I
don’t have any of my own patients and I am the path of least resistance when they call. Patients
are great. But… How do I actually do this? What hospital do I go to? What doctors should I use
for consultants? Who can help me with these things? I don’t want to bother my partners with
these trivial things.The Nurses are Your FriendThe nurses! They can help me with these things.
And I learned a very important lesson right out of the gate. It was July of 1980 and I had just
started my internship. The nurses in the surgical intensive care unit (ICU) had been very nice,
very helpful (probably because I looked to be ten years old). I was writing my notes and the
nurses were bustling around doing their ICU tasks when all of a sudden, the neurosurgeons
barge into the ICU on rounds and immediately start barking orders.This group was a notorious
bunch of jerks and very quickly reinforced that impression. Suddenly, all the nurses
disappeared, frantically busy with tasks that took them as far away as possible from these
schmucks. I remember thinking, “There is a lesson to be learned here!”I’m convinced that a lot of
doctors are mean to everybody they work with because they try to make themselves feel bigger
by belittling those around them. Probably because of insecurity. I have said for years that the
best reflection of a person’s character is how they treat the people around them that they think
can’t do anything for them. Lots of people are nice when there is something in it for them.Be nice
to the nurses. Don’t piss off the nurses. They will do their jobs as nurses because they are
professionals and they care about the patients. But, if they don’t hate you, they can make your



life much easier. Treat them decently and with respect, because a lot of doctors don’t.My First
Surgery Patient“First day in the office. This is what I was meant to do. Bring them on!”On my first
day, Mary showed up in the office with her daughter Joan. (I am very good at remembering
names.) She had a bad broken wrist that needed to be fixed. I recommended that she have an
external fixator placed in surgery that week. “I got this!” Then I thought, “Let me check with the
attending physician before we get it scheduled.” Wait a minute, there is no attending! I am my
own boss! Suddenly, anxiety and doubt set in. I’ve been waiting all this time to be on my own and
now it’s here. Is this the right thing to do?Then, there are all these questions from my patient. “Is
that the only way to do it?” “No ma’am.” “Is that the best way to do this?” “I believe so.” ”Pins in my
wrist?” “Yes ma’am.” “Are you old enough to do this?” (“Of course, I am!”) “Yes, ma’am, I am a
board eligible Orthopaedic surgeon.” (What I didn’t say was this is my first surgery on my
own.)She went on and on and I patiently answered her multitude of questions. She was a real
worry wart. We finally agreed to get the surgery scheduled for that week.“THEY WHAT?” I can’t
believe these people are really going to do what I recommend. Astonishing! And now, Mr. Big
Shot, Dr. Independent… I now have all these questions. This is way harder than I planned! All
the little details that go along with surgery were always somebody else’s responsibility during my
residency. Now it’s all mine!Thankfully, that’s when the nurses kicked in. “Here are the papers
you need to fill out.” “I’ll call Sylvia to come get it scheduled.” “Here is the phone number for the
rep for the external fixator that the other doctors like best.” The nurses are your friend.So, we did
the surgery. And with external pins in her wrist, it was painful, for both of us! She had lots of
questions. Every time! But everything worked out ok. She (and her daughter and grandson and
other family members) came back to see me a number of times over the years and we made a
real connection. I like to think of it as a musculoskeletal family practice. In fact, 30 years later
when Mary fractured her patella (kneecap), she and Joan came back and they wanted me to do
her surgery. Pretty cool!As I was starting my practice, I realized that, despite the fact I had been
training for six years, I didn’t know everything! (I didn’t?) One of our faculty at the University of
Florida Orthopaedic Residency, Dempsey Springfield, warned us we wouldn’t see everything in
residency and what we were there for was to learn how to think and use the principles of the
musculoskeletal system and surgery to develop an approach and handle the problem. He was a
great teacher.I knew right away I needed some advice. But that can be hard to admit. It takes a
strong ego to become a surgeon. I’m supposed to be this hotshot new partner with new
techniques and ideas. I don’t want other people to think I don’t know what I am doing. It’s
embarrassing, as well as damaging to my ego.This is why a lot of young surgeons seem
arrogant. Some of them really are. But some of them just don’t want to look like they don’t know
what they are doing. If a nurse mentions something that might help, she is likely to get her head
bitten off with a sharp, “I’m the doctor here. I don’t need any advice from a nurse!” Or, if a nurse
dares to say, “I have seen Dr. Barnett do it this way,” she could be slapped with a terse, “Well, Dr.
Barnett is not here now, is he?” Only someone “realistically confident” can accept advice,
particularly in the operating room. Ask for AdviceThe secret is to “Get a guy.” (Good advice for



life, as well.) Find somebody you can go to who understands young people don’t know
everything. Go to a quiet place, away from everybody else, where you can ask questions. Find
someone who will give you good advice and won’t blab to everybody.Greg Munson was that guy
for me, even though we didn’t do the same type of surgery. Often, the medical issues are not the
difficult ones. It’s the other things, like how do you handle the difficult patient or what consultant
should I use? You may need help with political issues (local MD stuff, not Republican and
Democrat stuff). Another great question is “Who can I trust and who should I watch out
for?”There are always people to watch out for. Some are just not good people. You are going to
have to learn how to deal with them. The bad behavior of doctors has been tolerated for way too
long, especially in the operating room (OR). Find out who the worst ones are and stay clear of
them as best you can. Oh, and don’t become one of them!Chapter 2:Being in PracticeIn order to
get to that first day in practice, you have to find one you like. Let’s go through the process of
picking a practice to join. How do you do that? I am focusing on private practice, not an
academic practice or research. There are other books written about that.First, you have to
decide where you and your family (if there is one to consider) want to live and what kind of
practice you want to have. Then there are the questions you ask yourself: How do I get paid?
How much? What about being on call? When do I become a partner? How much is that buy-in?
Where will I work? What are the hours? What about drive time? How bad is the traffic? What
kind of independence do I have or will “somebody” (an administrator, a doctor or group of them)
be telling me what to do? How many patients am I expected to see and how many surgeries am I
expected to do? The list is endless.Choosing A PracticeThe biggest problem of choosing a
practice is that you are doing this during your residency-the time in your life that you have the
least “free time.” You are trying to learn, get increasing graduating responsibility, you’re on call
frequently and consequently sleep deprived. If you have a relationship or are married, that
demands your time. And if you have kids, you want (hopefully) to be involved in their lives. Where
is the time to choose a practice?Besides choosing a spouse, choosing your practice is the most
important decision you will make as a doctor. You are actually choosing the people you will be
married to in your practice. These people will have more to do with your happiness in life than
anybody, except your spouse.
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AJP, “Wonderful book!. A must-read for medical folks at any career stage, and also edifying and
(I suspect) amusing, for "muggles."I must say that I read several 5-star reviews, which inspired
me to purchase the kindle version. I was slightly dismayed when I learned that the author is a
retired orthopedist (or as he spells it, "orthopaedist" - specialty not considered overly bright (as
in "strong as an ox - and twice as smart") by my fellow endocrinologists. I was quite impressed
by his insights, and the realization that even the "less-cognitive" surgical folks deal with the same
issues we do. He intersperses wise career advice with pithy, often humorous illustrative
anecdotes. While I graduated from med school 8 years before he did, I retired only 9 months
before him, though I continue to teach trainees. I will be enthusiastically recommending this
book to them.  I read it in one, rather long, sitting.”

JWT, MD, “Pearls. This is a book I wish I had written. The anecdotes are obviously true and
there are many "pearls" for new/upcoming doctors that help to put certain aspects of medical
practice into perspective. It is a very good illustration of every day, real life medical practice
without the basic science that is often overemphasized. Should be required reading in medical
school..”

Cheryl C., “Just a great book for both doctors and patients. Just finished this book. I’m not in
medicine but absolutely loved all the stories and insights of becoming and being a doctor. I hope
patients read this and try to behave themselves when they need to see the doctor. I also hope
doctors and medical students read this so they may learn how to treat and listen to their patients.
Thank you Dr. Chase.”

Dr Sam, “Nicely written, but not that humorous. This was a mildly entertaining book. Having gone
through medical school and two residency programs, none of these stories were particularly
humorous to me. These were more like every day life for a physician. Perhaps the really funny
stories could not be told to the general public. That, I understand. And, I am not a writer. Kudos
on your book, John. At least you wrote yours.”

T W Ainsworth, “It’s all true. Often called the ‘art of medicine’, devotion to others in need is the
reason we study, study, study, and work, work, work. Each patient is different, and most often a
delight to care for, but after years of experience, the wierd and wonderful experiences
accumulate, as well as rare errors. The author has created a marvelous compendium and
perspective of his forty-year career, and this read gives insight into the rarefied world when the
door closes to the outside.  Enjoy!”

Jim, “Pulling back the curtain and making medical practice honest, human, and relatable.. With
humor and sensitivity, Dr. Chase has pulled back the curtain on the highly technical, demanding



field of an orthopedic surgeon. Through his stories of interactions with patients and mentoring of
new physicians, you gain insights into the challenges of being responsible for not only the health
and welfare of those he serves but also the professional and technical development of those
who will be serving on the front lines. His humanity toward all is clear and his dedication to the
present and the future of medicine is framed through his experiences told in a way that is not
only entertaining, but also with empathy and honesty. We’ve shared this book with others –
specifically with our son who is a physician – and been told it is not only spot on, but also
validating and a must read for those future and present health providers.”

Billy Mueller, “Must read   . As an Operating Room supervisor for over 20 years, of my nursing
life - I found Dr John Chases book “You What” an excellent read. It was a good take on how
people should treat each other in the OR working environment! (Or anywhere).He gave great
advise on how to treat your patients, staff, and all persons which you interact.I believe this book
should be mandatory reading for anyone planning to work in, or close to, the Operating
Room.Mae Feldmann RN. MSN. Critical Care RN  Hospital Administrator”

B N Iowa City, IA, “A fun and entertaining read!. This book highlights the client interactions that
have to be true because no one could "make this stuff up."It is an amazing look into what
medical professionals must endure to be successful and how hard they work to achieve their
goals. Their dedication is unparalleled. The people skills that they must have in dealing with
their patients are amazing. They must also have the ability to create a team of staff members
that care equally for their patients. This book is a must read for anyone contemplating entering
into the medical profession.”

Saskia M., “Humorvolle Einblicke ins Orthopäden-Dasein in den USA. Sehr unterhaltsame, in
gut verständlichem Englisch verfasste, kurze Geschichten und Erinnerungen eines (US-)
amerikanischen Orthopäden an seine Karriere.Es ist erstaunlich, an welchen Stellen der Alltag
eines Arztes in den USA sehr ähnlich wie in Deutschland verläuft, insbesondere bei der
Beschreibung der unterschiedlichen Patienten muss man häufig schmunzeln. Der Autor hat sie
treffend charakterisiert.Für deutsche Kollegen, die (wie ich) keine Erfahrungen mit dem
amerikanischen Gesundheitswesen haben, ist es nebenbei auch ein spannender Einblick in
eine andere Welt der Medizin jenseits von omnipräsenter DRG, Budget und KV.Volle Kauf-
Empfehlung!”

John from Winnipeg, “Live a good life and have a great career.. An excellent and entertaining
read. While specifically referring to orthopedic surgery this book also brings out life lessons for
all. Dr. Chase illustrates that to be a good doctor (or any other career) you need to begin by
being a good person.The book is filled with appropriate, tongue in cheek anecdotes and graphic
illustrations to show that a career which is worth having comes from a life well lived.”



The book by Dr. John  Chase has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 131 people have provided feedback.
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